Automotive Engineer

Your tasks
Manage tire development projects for customers
Act as a technical liaison between OE customers and tire development team
Plan, organize, support, and attend joint tests with customers at different stages of OE tire development projects
Manage prototype/sample tire orders of OE customers
Manage OE customer/product specific requirements
Lead/support account activities in preparation for technical reviews for running and future OE tire development projects
Collect marketing intelligence (competitor/customer/market) to support account activities
Support customer complaint handling activities monitor customer satisfaction and quality status and closely work with plant and central quality teams for continuous improvement
Other tasks assigned by supervisor

Your profile
Bachelor's degree or above in mechanical or automotive engineering, or similar technical subjects
Min. 3 years' experience in tire development testing/manufacturing, automotive engineering field
Project management skills
Quality management skills
Strong skills in problem solving
Fluent local and English language

Our offer
Ready to drive with Continental? Take the first step and fill in the online application.

About us
Continental develops pioneering technologies and services for sustainable and connected mobility of people and their goods. Founded in 1871, the technology company offers safe, efficient, intelligent and affordable solutions for vehicles, machines, traffic and transportation. In 2021, Continental generated sales of €33.8 billion and currently employs more than 190,000 people in 58 countries and markets. On October 8, 2021, the company celebrated its 150th anniversary. With its premium portfolio in the car, truck, bus, two-wheel and specialty tire segment, the Tires group sector stands for innovative solutions in tire technology. Intelligent products and services related to tires and the promotion of sustainability complete the product portfolio. For specialist dealers and fleet management, Tires offers digital tire monitoring and
tire management systems, in addition to other services, with the aim of keeping fleets mobile and increasing their efficiency. With its tires, Continental makes a significant contribution to safe, efficient and environmentally friendly mobility.